
Observe that  Switched-Capacitor systems ( filters) have n different 
topologies being n the number of clock phases. Typically n=2 for  
many practical cases.  However these two topologies can  
have quite different design constrains on the Op Amp specifications. 
This material is focus on studying  how to determine the GB  
specifications for a certain clock frequency and capacitive feedback. 
 
Furthermore we will learn that an optimal  sequence of clock phases 
 is vital for a good SC frequency and time responses. 
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How the Op Amp GB affects the 
Switched Capacitor Filter performance? 

• The Op Amp behavior is of a continuous 
system nature independent if the 
system(filter) is continuous or discrete time. 

• A rule of thumb in CT circuits is to operate at 
about 1/10 of the maximum  available BW of 
the closed loop gain 

•  We will discuss how to determine the  
minimum GB in a switched capacitor filter as a 
function of clock frequency and the capacitive 
feedback network. 



Capacitive Feedback Coefficient   “ a ”  



First-Order 
SC Circuitt  

Time response of Switched-Capacitor Filters 

First-Order 
SC Circuitt  

V02(t) 

Where 

Observe that a step input is preferable than an exponential inpit  



Biquad 1 
Switched Capacitor Filter 

Block Diagram 

SC Biquad 1 Implementation  

Reader.- Draw the equivalent 
Circuits for each clock phase. 
How much capacitance is present 
at the negative Op Amp terminals 
for both clock phases? 





Let us investigate the effective GB for different topologies and 
clock phases 



IDEAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 



Example of BP SC Filter 
Q=16, fo=1.633KHz and fs= 8KHz  
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